How to install the SHOUTcast server with
Barix Instreamer and Barix Exstreamers
The SHOUTcast server is great tool to provide Internet Radio or to multiply your audio stream to many listeners
(PCs) or Exstreamers. It is used from many professionals like radio stations, to make the radio sound
in the internet available. This software is for free and can be downloaded from www.shoutcast.com.
The SHOUTcast software is available for almost all operating systems, Windows, Linux, Solaris and Mac.
The Shoutcast software has currently two versions, Shoutcast V1 and Shoutcast V2 – both are currently in use.
The main difference is the new “Stream ID” and the new protocol (Ultravox 2.1) in version V2.
Following you can find two chapters, one for Shoutcast version V1 and one for Shoutcast version V2.
The thrid chapter informs about the Shoutcast Source DSP for Winamp (Shoutcast DJ-tool)
The Barix Instreamer supports the SHOUTcast authentication and also Icecast authentication, so it is possible
to stream directly to the SHOUTcast server and to be a source for the SHOUTcast server.
SHOUTcast and Icecast are similar Internet Streaming Server solutions.
The Instreamer itself supports up to 6 http MP3 audio streams at the same time, if this is not sufficient then
SHOUTcast is a perfect solution for you.

Shoutcast V1
On the SHOUTcast server configuration you can define how many users can listen the stream (default is 32) .
The limit is depending from the performance of your system and your network.
It has a nice administration GUI to set restrictions or for control purposes.
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Shoutcast startup and configuration
After Shoutcast software installation start Shoutcast over the Shoutcast icon or start it by double-clicking the file
“sc_serv.exe” from the shoutcast program folder.

Next is the configuration of the Shoutcast software, click “Edit config” from the Shoutcast menu for that.

All settings are very well documented in the sv_serv.ini.
I have used the configuration (default) you can see on the right side
(all comments are removed).
After your changes save and close the
config file and close the application by clicking
the “kill server” button.
Then start it again.
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Instreamer Configuration
In the Instreamer configuration are atleast two items to define, the “Streaming Destinations” and the Shoutcast
password.
For the “Streaming Destinations” click
on the tab “Streaming” where the
Instreamer should the stream to.
Here select Shoutcast protocol, then
define the IP address of the Shoutcast
server and also the port number of the
Shoutcats service.
The default port number for the
SHOUTcast server is port 8000.
Optionally you can also change the
ICY parameters and the “Own name”.
This parameters/information are
forwarded to the Shoutcast server and
partially also to the listeners.

The SHOUTcast server requires a
password authentication for all
streaming sources.
This password you have to define
in the SECURITY section of the
Instreamer´s web configuration.
Default password:

changeme

The password you can find in the
Shoutcast server configuration file
“sc_serv.ini”.
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Extreamer Configuration
How to listen the SHOUTcast server with a Barix Exstreamer ?
The Barix Exstreamers (except Exstreamer 500/1000) comes with the Streaming Client firmware preloaded.
There the configuration is pretty simple, only Shoutcast listen URL has to be defined in one of the
three URLs under “STREAMING” (see picture below).
Define there:
http://”IP-address of the Shoutcast server”:port number
The port number is the same as the Instreamer is using to stream to the Shoutcast server.

Ready, now you can enjoy to the Instreamer MP3 audio stream over a SHOUTcast server on the Exstreamer.
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Shoutcast V2
Currently the Instreamer is not fully supporting the new Shoutcast V2 protocol (only Shoutcast V1), there is no
possibility in the Instreamer setup to define a SID for the stream.
But because of the backward compatibility of the Shoutcast V2 software it is also working, but with the default
“streamid=1” only.
The application Shoutcast V2 is
now command line based, in the
little menu you can select between
default config files and own
configurations. When the number
for the according config file is
selected then it starts.

On the right you can see the used config file (all comments removed).
As you see except the “streamid” enty and the “AdminPassword”
it is the same as in Shoutcast V1. Even if the “streamid” entry is
omitted, then it will use “streamid=1” as default.
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Also here the software has a WEB
user interface for administration.

Instreamer and Exstreamer configuration
The Instreamer and Exstreamer configuration are the same as with Shoutcast V1, please see page 3 and 4 of
this guide.
But there is one exception for the Exstreamer configuration, when the Exstreamer should play a Shoutcast V2
stream with a higher “streamid” than 1 (a non-Instreamer stream), then the configured URL must look like the
following:
http://”IP-address of the Shoutcast server”:port number/stream/”streamid”
e.g. http://”192.168.10.172:8000/stream/333
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SHOUTcast with the DSP plug-in (DJ-software for Winamp)
The SHOUTcast server can manage different sources. Beside sources like the Instreamer you could use also
a PC as Shoutcast source. For that is a Winamp DJ-Tool (Shoutcast Source DSP plug-in) existing this allows to
stream locally on the PC stored audio files to the Shoutcast server. Also a normal HTTP (Internet radio)
Instreamer stream can be listened on Winamp and forwarded over this way to Shoutcast.
The Shoutcast DJ tool can convert also in different audio formats, like MP3, AAC+ and WAV.
Both, Winamp (www.winamp.com) and the Shoutcast DJ-tool (www.shoutcast.com) are freeware from the
internet.
The Shoutcast Source DSP plug-in can run on the same PC than the SHOUTcast server is running, but it must
not. The SHOUTcast Source DSP plug-in is not needed when you will use only a Instreamer as a source. You
need this only if you will create MP3 / WAV playlists for your SHOUTcast server.
After the installation start Winamp and go to “OPTIONS” – “Preferences” – “DSP/Effect” and click on “Nullsoft
SHOUTcast Source DSP ....”. This will pop up the configuration and monitor of SHOUTcast source . Then close
the “Preferences”, the configuration window will remain open.

There go to “Output” – “Connection” – “Address” and define the IP address of the PC where the SHOUTcast
server is installed. The “Port”, the “Password” and the “Stream-ID” (with Shoutcast V2) must also fit to the
settings in the sc_serv.ini . The “Encoder” setting can be changed optionally if other formats are needed.
Start the stream to the server by clicking the “Connect” button.
Then you can choose your favourite playlists, MP3 files also
radio streams in the Winamp Playlist Editor
and click on the play icon.
Ready !! Now you can connect your clients / Exstreamers.

Over this workaround you can make a Instreamer stream also
compatible for a higher Stream-ID than 1.
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